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The CIL ompiler for ore Standard ML ompiles whole programs using a novel typed intermediate language (TIL) with interse tion and union types and ow labels on both terms and types. The CIL
term representation dupli ates portions of the program where interse tion types are introdu ed and union types are eliminated. This dupliation makes it easier to represent type information and to introdu e
ustomized data representations. However, dupli ation in urs ompiletime spa e osts that are potentially mu h greater than are in urred in
TILs employing type-level abstra tion or quanti ation. In this paper,
we present empiri al data on the ompile-time spa e osts of using CIL
as an intermediate language. The data shows that these osts an be
made tra table by using suÆ iently ne-grained ow analyses together
with standard hash- onsing te hniques. The data also suggests that nondupli ating formulations of interse tion (and union) types would not
a hieve signi antly better spa e omplexity.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
1.1 The Compile-Time Spa e Costs of Typed Intermediate
Languages
Re ent resear h has demonstrated the bene ts of ompiling with an expli itly typed intermediate language (TIL) [Mor95, PJ96, TMC+ 96, PJM97, JS98,
BKR98, TO98, FKR+ 99, CJW00, MWCG99, WDMT0X℄. One bene t is that
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expli it types an be used in ompiler passes to guide program transformations and sele t eÆ ient data representations. Another advantage of using a
TIL is that the ompiler an invoke its type he ker after every transformation,
greatly redu ing the possibility of introdu ing errors. If strongly typed intermediate languages are used all the way through the ompiler to the assembly level
(something we do not yet do), the resulting obje t ode is erti ably type safe
[Ne 97, MWCG99℄. Furthermore, types that survive through the ba k end an
be used to support run-time operations su h as garbage olle tion [Tol94℄ and
run-time type dispat h [Mor95℄.
The bene ts of using a TIL are not a hieved without osts. These osts
in lude the spa e needed to represent the types at ompile-time, the time to manipulate the types at ompile-time, and the added ompli ations of transforming
types along with terms. This report fo uses on the ompile-time spa e ost.
Using a naive type representation an in ur huge spa e osts, even if types
are only used in the ompiler front end for initial type he king. In the worst
ase, the tree representation of types in Standard ML (SML) programs an have
size doubly exponential in the program size, and the DAG representation an be
exponential in the program size [Mit96℄. Although we are mainly on erned with
ordinary programs where the worst ase spa e omplexity is not en ountered,
these ordinary programs often have types with impra ti ally large tree representations but a eptable DAG representations. So in pra ti e, DAG representations
of types and other te hniques are ne essary to engineer types of tra table size.
For example, the SML/NJ ompiler's FLINT intermediate language uses hashonsing, memoization, expli it substitutions, and de Bruijn indi es to a hieve
spa e-eÆ ient implementation of types [SLM98℄. The TIL ompiler a hieves type
sharing by binding all types to type variables, and then performing dead ode
elimination, hoisting and ommon subexpression elimination on the types [Tar96,
pp. 217{219℄. The ompiler must then preserve type bindings a ross transformations, or else repeat the type-sharing transformations. Tarditi reports that the
representation size in rease imposed by using types in TIL averages 5.15 times
without this sharing s heme, but only 1.93 times with sharing.
We have onstru ted a whole-program ompiler for ore SML based on a
typed intermediate language we all CIL1 . Unlike FLINT and TIL, CIL has
three features that make ompile-time spa e issues potentially more hallenging
to address than in other typed intermediate languages:
1. Listing-based types: The CIL type system an en ode polyvariant ow
analyses using polyvariant ow types where labels on type onstru tors provide ow information and interse tion and union types provide polyvariant
analysis. Interse tion and union types an be viewed as nitary (listingbased) versions of in nitary (s hema-based) universal and existential types.
1 \CIL" is an a ronym for \Chur h Intermediate Language." The authors are members
of of the Chur h Proje t (http://types.bu.edu), whi h is investigating appli ations
of sophisti ated type systems in the eÆ ient and reliable implementation of higherorder typed programming languages.
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For example, CIL uses the interse tion type

id  ^fp1 : int ! int; p2 : real ! realg
to represent an o urren e of the universal type 8 : !

that is instantiated only at types int and real. The interse tion type id is similar in
stru ture to the CIL produ t (re ord) type

funs  fp1 : int ! int; p2 : real ! realg:
eren e is that that a value of type funs is a pair of two possibly

The di
distin t fun tions having the respe tive omponent types while a value of
type id is a single fun tion having both omponent types. CIL union types
(introdu ed via _) are the dual of interse tion types; they are listing-based
versions of existential types that are similar in stru ture to CIL sum (variant)
types (introdu ed via +).
En oding polyvariant analyses, whi h analyze a fun tion multiple times relative to di erent ontexts of use, an introdu e omponents of interse tion
and union types that di er only by ow information. For instan e, when
en oding polyvarian e, an inno uous type like int ! int might expand into
f2g
f2g
_fq1 : int ff31;4g!
g int; q2 : ^fr1 : int f3!
g int; r2 : int f4!
g intgg.

  , the annotation  is a ow bundle in
In the fun tion type notation  !
whi h  (resp. ) onservatively approximates the sites in a program that
an be sour es, or introdu tion points (resp. sinks, or elimination points)
for the fun tion values having this type. In this paper, we only show ow
bundles annotating fun tion types, but CIL supports su h annotations on
almost all types.
Interse tion and union types have several advantages over universal and existential types as a means of expressing polymorphism [WDMT0X℄: (1) by
making usage ontexts apparent, they support ow-based ustomizations
in a type-safe way; (2) nitary polymorphism an type some terms not
typable using in nitary polymorphism, thus potentially allowing some program transformations to be typable whi h would not be allowable in a TIL
based on in nitary polymorphism; and (3) the listing-based nature of nitary polymorphi types an avoid some ompli ations of bound variables
in representing and manipulating quanti ed types (see Se . 2.2). There is a
spa e ost for these bene ts: the listing-based nature of nitary polymorphi
types, in ombination with ow annotations en oding ner grained types, an
lead to CIL types that are mu h larger than those expressed via in nitary
polymorphi types.
Assuming whole-program ompilation, the nitary polymorphism a orded
by ow types is suÆ ient to ompile SML programs. In this respe t, the
CIL SML ompiler is similar to monomorphizing whole-program ompilers [TO98, BKR98, CJW00℄.
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2. Dupli ating term representations: CIL represents the introdu tion of
interse tion types by a virtual re ord | a term that expli itly lists multiple opies of the same omponent term that di er only in their ow type
annotations. For example, here is a CIL term that has the type id de ned
above:

^ (p1 = xint :x; p2 = xreal :x).
Virtual re ord omponents are extra ted via virtual proje tions. Similarly,
values of union type (virtual variants) are introdu ed via virtual inje tions
and are eliminated by a virtual ase expressions | terms whose bran hes
expli itly list multiple type-annotated versions of the same untyped bran h.
Virtual terms that persist until ode generation are eliminated at that time.
Code is generated for only one omponent of a virtual re ord and for one
bran h of a virtual ase expression, and virtual proje tions and inje tions
disappear entirely. Thus, these virtual term onstru ts have a ompile-time
spa e ost but no run-time spa e (or time) ost.
Be ause it makes opies of terms that di er only in type annotations, we all
CIL a dupli ating representation. An advantage of the dupli ating approa h
is that type information for guiding ustomization de isions is lo ally a essible in ea h opy of a dupli ated term. An obvious disadvantage of this
representation is the dupli ated term stru ture, whi h is potentially mu h
larger than the more ompa t introdu tion and elimination forms used for
universal and existential types. Dupli ation arises in the CIL ompiler whenever interse tion or union types are used. The Type/Flow Inferen e and Flow
Separation ompiler stages dis ussed in Se . 2.3 both introdu e additional
uses of interse tion and union types.
3. Closure types exposing free variable types: CIL does not have universal
or existential types be ause they hide important information about ontexts
of use and en ourage uniform data representations rather than ustomized
ones [WDMT0X℄. However, existential types are parti ularly useful for abstra ting over di eren es in free variables that are exposed in typed losure
representations for fun tions of the same sour e type [MMH96, MWCG99,
CWM98℄. In the CIL ompiler, these di eren es are re on iled by inje ting
the types of losures into a union type and performing a virtual ase dispat h
at the appli ation site [DMTW97℄. In a type-erasure semanti s, these inje tions do not give rise to any run-time ode. However, they an potentially
ause a blowup in ompile-time spa e when many fun tions with di erent
free variables ow together.
Our approa h to losure onversion is similar to that used by TIL-based
ompilers that remove higher-order fun tions via defun tionalization [TO98,
CJW00℄. As in the CIL ompiler, these ompilers use ow analysis to ustomize the losure representation for parti ular appli ation sites, although
they support representing ow information in their type systems only after
monomorphization and defun tionalization. These defun tionalizing ompilers maintain type orre tness during losure onversion by inje ting losures
4

with di erent free variables that ow to the same appli ation site into a
sum type, and performing a ase dispat h on the onstru ted value at the
appli ation site. The di eren e here is that in CIL this an be done with a
mix of virtual and real sum types while in the defun tionalizing ompilers
all of the sum types must be real and hen e require run-time analysis. Some
defun tionalizing ompilers avoid this run-time ost by using the appropriate ode pointer as a \tag" in the generated obje t ode and repla ing the
ase dispat h by a jump, but their type systems do not support this as a
well typed operation and hen e this must be done in the ode generator after
types are dropped. In ontrast, in CIL the ombination of a virtual sum (i.e.,
union) type with real losure types makes this approa h well typed.

1.2 Contributions
Taken together, listing-based types, dupli ating term representations, and losure types that expose free variable types raise the spe ter of ompile-time spa e
explosion at both the term and the type level. However, preliminary experiments
with a small ben hmark suite indi ate that standard hash- onsing te hniques are
able to keep the size of CIL types and terms tra table.
The main ontributions of this paper are the following two observations:
1. Dupli ating term representations are pra ti al: Our experiments show
that, for the ow analyses that we have investigated, the spa e required
for CIL terms in our ben hmarks is always within a fa tor of 2.1 of (and
usually signi antly loser to) our estimate of a minimal size for a nondupli ating TIL. This result is surprising, sin e we and many others expe ted
the dupli ating term representation to have a signi antly higher spa e ost.
Before we obtained these results, we expe ted that it would be essential
to develop a non-dupli ating term representation in whi h a single term
s hema somehow ontains multiple ow type annotations. For example, using the notation of [Pie91℄, id ould be expressed as something like: for 2
fint; realg:x :x. Although this notation is more ompa t, it makes type
information less a essible and an be tri ky to adapt to more omplex situations [WDMT0X℄. We have made preliminary investigations into other representations, e.g., one based on the skeletons and substitutions of [KW99℄.
Based on the empiri al results presented here, we believe that developing a
non-dupli ating representation of CIL may be not riti al (though it may
still be worthwhile). However, only one of the ow analyses we have experimented with to date expresses a non-trivial form of polyvarian e, so it
remains to be seen whether these results hold up in the presen e of more
polyvariant ow analyses.
2. Finer-grained ow analyses yield smaller types and terms:
Our experiments indi ate that, for some lasses of ow analyses, in reasing
the pre ision of ow analysis an signi antly redu e the size of program
representations in CIL. Ben hmarks require the most ompile-time spa e for
the least pre ise type-respe ting ow analysis (one that assumes that any
5

fun tion with a given monomorphi type an ow to any all site applying
a fun tion with this type). This impre ision leads to union types for losures that are mu h larger than ne essary. More pre ise ow analyses an
substantially redu e the size of these losure types.
Flow analysis has similarly been used to redu e the size of losure types in
monomorphizing and defun tionalizing TIL ompilers [TO98, CJW00℄. However, previous work has neither quanti ed the bene ts of using ow analysis
in this ontext nor studied the e e ts of di erent ow analyses on ompiletime spa e. We believe that we are the rst to present a detailed empiri al
study of the e e ts of a variety of ow analyses on program representation
size.

1.3 Representation Pollution
In addition to our results about the tra tability of ompile-time spa e in the CIL
ompiler, we have preliminary eviden e that the ompiler may be able to a hieve
one of its main design goals: avoiding representation pollution when hoosing
ustomized data representations. Representation pollution o urs when a sour e
form is onstrained to have an ineÆ ient representation be ause it shares a sink
with other sour e forms using the ineÆ ient represention. A omplementary
phenomenon o urs with pollution of sink representations.
As an example of representation pollution, as well as some other issues that
arise in a ompiler based on CIL, we will onsider the ompilation of the untyped CIL sour e term in Fig. 1.2
The term ontains two abstra tions, two
appli ations (denoted by the  symbol), and a tuple introdu tion form (introdu ed via 3 ). The abstra tion (x:x  2) ows to both appli ation sites while
the abstra tion (y:y + a) ows only to the rightmost appli ation site.

let

f = (x:x  2)
g = (y:y + a)
(f  5; ( b

in let
in

Fig. 1.

if

then

f

else

g)  7)

An untyped CIL term.

The diagram in Fig. 2 gives an abstra t depi tion of a CIL ompiler intermediate representation of the ode in Fig. 1 that might emerge from the Type
2 We introdu e and explain elements of the CIL language on an \as needed" basis in

the ontext of our examples; readers interested in the details of the language and its
type system should to onsult the appendix of the ompanion te hni al report [?℄.
3 In CIL, as in ML, a tuple is a re ord with impli it positional labels. In general, the
notation P (M1 ; ::: ;Mn ) is a shorthand for P (f1 = M1 ; : :: ; fn = Mn ), where P
ranges over  and ^, and f1 , f2 , ::: , is some xed in nite sequen e of distin t eld
names. Similarly, Q[1 ;:: : ;n ℄ is shorthand for Qff1 : 1 ; : :: ; fn : n g, where Q
ranges over , +, ^, and _.
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Inferen e/Flow Analysis (TI/FA) stage of the ompiler. The TI/FA stage (des ribed in more detail in Se . 2.3) omputes an approximation of the ow of
values between sour es and sinks in the input term and represents the analysis
in the output typing. In this ase, the CIL representation of the sour e term
(xint :x  2) has been split into the virtual tuple

^ 1 int
f3gx :x  2; 1f4g xint :x  2 ;
whi h ontains one opy of the fun tion for ea h of the appli ation sites to whi h
it ows. The notation ` denotes an abstra tion labelled ` that may ow to the
sinks whose labels are in the set , while k denotes a sink labelled k to whi h
abstra tions whose labels are in the set  may ow. Free variables and -bound
variables are supers ripted with their type. Terms of the form (i^ 2) are virtual
tuple proje tions that sele t the ith omponent of a virtual tuple.
The typing rules of CIL (not detailed here) guarantee that the ow annotations appearing in CIL types are sound. That is, an abstra tion may only be
applied at sites listed in its sink set, and only the abstra tions appearing in the
sour e set of an appli ation site may be applied at that site. In Fig. 2, the type
g
of the rst omponent of the virtual tuple (int ff13!
g int) is the type required for
the fun tion position of the appli ation site f31g to whi h the fun tion ows.
g
The type on the se ond omponent of the virtual tuple (1 = int ff14!
g int) does
g
not mat h the type (3 = int ff14;2g!
int) required at its appli ation site f31;2g , so
this omponent value must be oer ed to the orre t type somewhere along the
ow path to the appli ation site. A subtype oer ion from a term M of type  to
a supertype  of  is witnessed by an expli it term of the form oer e (;  ) M .

V

1f3gxint :x  2; 1f4gxint :x  2
1^ 2

2 f31g 5

oer e

if

bbool

(2f4g yint :y + aint )

(1 ;3 ) (2^ 2)
then

2 else 2

oer e

(2 ;3 ) 2

2 f41;2g 7

g
f2g
f1;2g
where 1 = int ff14!
g int; 2 = int f4!
g int; and 3 = int f4g! int
Fig. 2.

A possible result of Type Inferen e/Flow Analysis.

The typing rules also require that the type erasures of all the omponents of a
virtual re ord and all the bran hes of a virtual ase expression must be the same.
The type erasure of a term is the untyped terms that result from eliminating
all types, labels, and virtual forms (virtual re ords, virtual proje tions, virtual
7

inje tions, virtual ase expressions, and oer ions) from the term. This type
erasure onstraint guarantees that virtual re ord omponents and virtual ase
expression bran hes are just di erent typings of the same untyped term and an
therefore share the same run-time representation if the virtual forms survive to
the ode generation phase. If the ompiler ele ts to ustomize the representations
of the omponents of a virtual re ord, the virtual re ord will be rei ed into a real
re ord (by hanging ^ to  in terms and types) that is expli itly represented
in the run-time ode. Similarly, by hanging _ to +, the ompiler an reify a
virtual ase expression to be a real ase expression that performs a dispat h on a
real variant at run-time. The ompiler is designed so that reifying virtual forms
in this manner is type-safe.
As representation de isions are made during subsequent stages of ompilation, further dupli ation may o ur. Fig. 3 depi ts a possible output of the Flow
Separation stage.This stage (des ribed in more detail in Se . 2.3) introdu es new
virtual forms to guarantee that the output of the later Representation Transformation stage will be well-typed. In Fig. 3, the Flow Separation stage has
split the appli ation site f41;2g into two appli ations sites f41g and f42g . These
appli ations o ur within a virtual ase expression, whi h has the form

ase_ Mdis bind x in 1 ) M1 : : :n ) Mn :
A virtual ase expression dispat hes to the bran h k ) Mk based on the positional tag k of the of the dis riminant Mdis , whi h must have type k ; within
the hosen bran h, the variable x of type k is bound to the value of Mdis . In
Fig. 3, the fun tions formerly owing to the single appli ation site f41;2g are
now inje ted into virtual variants (values of union type  ) via (_i 2) , where
i in f1; 2g is the positional tag of the variant. These virtual variants both ow
to the dis riminant position of the virtual ase expression, whi h hooses one
of the two type-annotated versions of the appli ation h  7. Splitting h  7 in
this manner gives the ompiler the option to use di erent representations for the
losed abstra tion 1f4g and the open abstra tion 2f4g .
As with sour e splitting, this kind of sink dupli ation in reases the size of
the ompile-time representation of the program, but the obje t ode size and
run-time spa e osts in rease only if some of the virtual variants and virtual
ase expressions are rei ed in a subsequent ompilation stage. Observe that the
sink dupli ation introdu ed by Flow Separation in this example has eliminated
the need for both of the oer ions present in Fig. 2 and will usually redu e the
sizes of ow sets. In general, there are many trade-o s between the amount of
virtual dupli ation and subtype oer ion. The trade-o s are very sensitive to the
granularity of the ow analysis and to the representation ustomization strategy.
We have developed several strategies for redu ing (and in some ases ompletely eliminating) representation pollution in the ase of fun tion representations (see Se . 2.3). More work is ne essary to evaluate the run-time aspe ts
of the ustomization apabilities of the CIL SML ompiler. In a future report
we will present a detailed study of the run-time onsequen es of ompiling with
polyvariant ow types.
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V

1f3gxint :x  2; 1f4gxint :x  2

1^ 2

2^ 2

if

2f4gyint :y + aint

bbool

then

(_1 2)

else

(_2 2)

f1g
g
ase_ 2 bind h as (int ff14!
g int) ) h 4 7;

2 f31g 5

f2g
g
(int ff24!
g int) ) h 4 7

where  =
Fig. 3.

_h

i
g
f2g
int ff14!
int
;
int
!
int
g
f4g

A possible result of Flow Separation.

1.4 Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se . 2 provides an overview
of the CIL ompiler for SML. Se . 3 presents spa e-related measurements for
several standard ben hmark programs at various phases of ompilation. Se . 4
summarizes our on lusions and des ribes future work.

2 An Overview of the CIL Compiler
2.1 The Intermediate Language
To implement the features of ore SML, CIL, extends the purely fun tional
CIL- al ulus [WDMT0X℄ with primitive datatypes, referen es, arrays, and exeptions. The syntax and typing rules of CIL are summarized in appendix A.
Although CIL is based on the CIL - al ulus, CIL itself is not a al ulus. We
have implemented a semanti s for CIL, but we have not written its formal ounterpart. While we have proven formal properties like standardization, subje t
redu tion, and type soundness for the CIL - al ulus, we have not yet established
any of these properties for CIL.

2.2 Type and Term Representations
To keep the sizes of types tra table, the CIL ompiler uses hash- onsing to
represent types as ompa t dire ted a y li graphs instead of as trees. This is
similar to the type representation in the SML/NJ ompiler's implementation of
its FLINT intermediate language [SLM98℄. One important issue fa ed in FLINT
is not an issue for CIL. FLINT types have higher-order features su h as abstra tions and appli ations, i.e., a - al ulus inside the types. Be ause FLINT types
are identi ed modulo - onversion, and be ause eager -normalization of types
an lose sharing and do ex ess work, the hash- onsing s heme for FLINT types
9

uses expli it substitutions [KR95℄ and memoization of substitution propagation
steps. Unlike FLINT, the CIL types do not have su h higher-order features, so
the CIL hash- onsing of types is simpler.
Sets of ow labels are often used by many types and/or terms. A single
opy of ea h set is shared by all uses. Using the dupli ating representation for
terms, two CIL term o urren es are rarely stru turally equivalent, so we do
not use hash- onsing for terms. However, the types and ow sets annotating
terms are hash- onsed, as des ribed above. Strings, used for re ord eld names
and onstru tor names, are also shared by all uses and lists of strings are hashonsed.

2.3 Compiler Ar hite ture
The ar hite ture of the CIL ompiler [DMTW97℄ is summarized in Fig. 4. This
se tion brie y des ribes the ompilation stages depi ted in the gure.
Representation
Choi es
(RC)

SML
MLton
Defun torizor

Flow Separation
(FS)

Core SML

CIL

SML/NJ
Front End

Split Rei ation
(SR)

FLINT

CIL

FLINT
To CIL

Representation
Transformation
(RT)

Untyped CIL

CIL

Type Inferen e /
Flow Analysis
(TI/FA)

Code Generation
(MLRISC)

CIL

SPARC

Fig. 4.

Compiler Ar hite ture.
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Defun torizing, Parsing, Elaboration. In implementing the ompiler, we

took advantage of existing tools and other freely available SML ompilers. The
CIL ompiler uses the MLton sour e-to-sour e defun torizer [CJW00℄ as a prepass
to onvert SML into Core SML. It then uses the front end of the SML/NJ
110.03 ompiler (somewhat modi ed) to produ e FLINT ode. The FLINT ode
is translated to untyped CIL ode, keeping datatype information on the side to
avoid reinferen e of re ursive types.

Type Inferen e/Flow Analysis(TI/FA). This stage a epts an untyped

CIL term (plus some of the FLINT type information) as input and returns a
typed CIL term as output. The typed term en odes a ow analysis that is a
onservative approximation of the run-time ow. The TI/FA module supports
ow analyses that vary with respe t to the pre ision of the approximation.
We urrently support ve di erent ow analyses. In this paper, we present
data from two of these: what we all typed sour e split and min type respe ting.
The typed sour e split analysis is an variant of Banerjee's [Ban97℄ modi ed for
shallow subtyping [WDMT0X℄; the use of shallow subtyping makes it slightly
less pre ise than the ombination of monomorphization and 0CFA analysis. It
introdu es virtual tuples and virtual proje tions but neither virtual variants nor
virtual ase forms.
The min type respe ting analysis is the least pre ise ow analysis that is still
type- orre t ( f. [JWW97℄). It on ates the ow information on all values of
the same ow erased type. For example, an abstra tion of type int ! int will
be assumed to ow to every appli ation site whose rator has this type. This
analysis models a monomorphizing ompiler in whi h types arry no useful ow
information.
We have also implemented a ner analysis that splits some let and letre
de nitions based on variable o urren es. Both typed sour e split and this limited
let split analysis may be implemented either with shallow subtyping onstraints,
or with equality onstraints.
The granularity of the ow analysis is important to the program size: A
oarser grained ow analysis will show more fun tions owing to a given all
site than will a ner analysis. A oarser grained analysis may also show more
fun tions bound to an environment variable in a losure representation4 .

Representation Choi es (RC). This module sele ts representations for a
fun tion that are adequate for ea h of the appli ation sites to whi h it ows.
Four di erent fun tion representation hoi e strategies have been implemented.
The uniform strategy represents all fun tions with losure re ords having the
4 The intera tion between ow analysis granularity and our ow-based version of the
known fun tion optimization leads us to present data with the known fun tion optimization turned o , so as not to in ate the size di eren es between di erent the
pro les for di erent ow analyses.
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type

f ode : farg : arg ; env : env g ! body ; env : env g;
where the ode eld ontains a losed fun tion and the env eld ontains a re ord
of the values of the free variables of the fun tion. A losure data stru ture is
applied to an argument by proje ting both elds from the losure re ord and
applying the fun tion from the ode eld to an argument re ord onsisting of (the
losure onversion of) the a tual argument pa kaged together with the proje ted
environment.
The other three representation strategies generate spe ialized representations
based on various onditions dete ted in the term stru ture. Wand and Ste kler
[WS94℄ oined the term \sele tive" representation to refer to representations of
fun tions that do not in lude an environment omponent. A sele tive representation is adequate for a losed fun tion if the fun tion ows only to all sites
with ompatible appli ation proto ols. In [WS94℄, sele tive representations were
disabled in the presen e of representation pollution | i.e., when a losed fun tion shared a all site with some number of open fun tions. In ontrast, the CIL
ompiler an still use sele tive representations in su h situations removing the
pollution via a splitting strategy.
The sele tive sink splitting strategy implemented in the CIL ompiler generates a sele tive representation when the fun tion has no free variables. This
representation is alled \sink splitting" be ause if the fun tion shares all sites
with open fun tions, the transformation framework will inje t the fun tion representations into a sum type and the appli ation site will be split into multiple
sites governed by a ase dispat h. The transformation of the program depi ted
in Fig. 2 to the one depi ted in Fig. 3 is a sample appli ation of the sele tive sink
splitting strategy. It is also possible that sele tive sink splitting will ause virtual re ords reated by TI/FA to be rei ed into normal re ords if, e.g. a sele tive
representation is hosen for an all site in one element of the virtual re ord, and
a losure representation is hosen for the orresponding all site in a di erent
element of the virtual re ord.
The sele tive sour e splitting strategy generates a sele tive representation for
a losed fun tion owing to all sites that are not shared with open fun tions.
Under this strategy, if a losed fun tion shares some appli ation sites with other
losed fun tions but shares other appli ation sites with open fun tions, then
the framework will \split the sour e" by generating a re ord ontaining several
opies of the fun tion. The appropriate representations are proje ted from the
re ord somewhere along the ow path to the respe tive all sites.
The nal representation strategy inlines (possibly open) fun tions at the all
site. The inlined representation of a fun tion onsists of the re ord ontaining
the values of the fun tion's free variables. It is possible to spe ify many di erent
inlining heuristi s. Currently, the inliner will sele t an inlined representation for
any non-re ursive fun tion owing to two or fewer all sites.
The sele tive sink splitting generates more dupli ation than the sele tive
sour e splitting strategy, and is thus of more interest in this paper.
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Flow Separation (FS). This stage a epts as input a typed program and a

R ) supplied by RC. It spe i es whi h ow
ow-path partitioning fun tion (FS
paths an oexist in the same ow bundles. For ow paths that annot oexist
in the same bundle, the FS phase will introdu e whatever oer ions and virtual
forms (i.e., virtual variant inje tions, virtual ase expressions, virtual tuples,
or virtual tuple proje tions) are required to ensure that the result of the later
Representation Transformation stage will be well-typed.

Split Rei ation (SR). This stage a epts as input a typed term and a owR ) supplied by RC. This phase rei es whatever
path-partitioning fun tion (ST
virtual forms are required to remove representation pollution. We refer to the
rei ation pro ess as splitting be ause it auses the ode generator to generate
multiple opies of a term in situations where only one opy would have been
generated without rei ation. In general, the urrent simple algorithm may split
more than is ne essary[DMTW97℄. Spe ifying and implementing a more eÆ ient
splitting algorithm remains for future work.
Representation Transformation (RT). This stage a epts as input a typed

term and a representation map (R) provided by RC. It walks the term and
installs the fun tion representations spe i ed by the map. The FS stage only introdu es virtual forms, and the SR stage only rei es virtual forms. The RT stage
performs the a tual work of hanging the ode for spe ialized representations.
For instan e, in the ase of sele tive losure onversion, it is RT whi h hanges
some fun tions to losures, and some all sites to alls to losures.
An interesting aspe t of the transformation is that the result of the transformation may have a re ursive type even though the sour e of the transformation
has no re ursion in either terms or types. Re ursion through ow labels in the
sour e term may be enough to ause the transformed term to have a re ursive
type.

Code Generation. The CIL ompiler ba k end transforms typed CIL programs

into assembly ode for the SPARC pro essor. It does not urrently add any type
annotations, or assertions, to the assembly ode, although this is planned for future work. The produ ed assembly ode is linked with a runtime library providing
the environment in whi h CIL programs are exe uted. The ba k end is based on
MLRISC, a framework for building portable optimizing ode generators [Geo97℄.
CIL programs are translated into the MLRISC intermediate language, and the
framework is spe ialized with CIL onventions for ea h target ar hite ture.5 MLRISC handles language-independent issues su h as register allo ation and ode
emission.
5 Although an advantage of the MLRISC framework is its portability, it still requires
substantial work to port a ode generator based on MLRISC. For this reason we
have on entrated only on the SPARC ar hite ture to date.
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The runtime library is written in C and provides memory management, exeption handling, basis fun tions and a foreign fun tion interfa e for CIL programs at runtime. The runtime library urrently manages memory using the
Boehm-Demers-Weiser onservative garbage olle tor for C [Boe93℄. CIL programs use sta k-allo ated a tivation re ords, whi h have a layout similar to C
sta k frames. Basis fun tions are alled through the foreign fun tion interfa e,
whi h provides data and a tivation re ord onversions between CIL and foreign
languages. The ode generator does not yet optimize tail re ursion.
CIL data representations are straightforward. Re ords, arrays, referen es,
and strings are heap-allo ated and in lude size headers6 . Ex eption identi ers
and all other onstants are immediate. Inje tions may either be immediate or
heap allo ated, depending on the number and type of summands in their type.
Re ursive bindings are restri ted to values, as de ned in Fig. ?? (see appendix A). The extended notion of value presented there ensures that terms
bound to variables in re ursive de nitions annot diverge, a e t the store, or
raise ex eptions. Although input programs must adhere to SML restri tions on
re ursive de nitions (be ause we use the SML/NJ elaborator), ompiler transformations may (and do) reate re ursive de nitions whi h bind extended values
to variables. The extended value restri tion allows the ode generator to use a
two phase algorithm for re ursive bindings: the rst phase allo ates memory for
the values, while the se ond phase lls them in.

3 Representation Measurements
The main purpose of this paper is to determine whether CIL has a eptable
ompile-time spa e osts and to evaluate how ow analysis and representation
strategy ombinations a e t these osts. This se tion presents data indi ating
that CIL is tra table as a ompiler intermediate language when used with a
reasonably ne-grained ow analysis.

3.1 Spa e Pro les
We have tested the CIL SML ompiler for most ombinations of ow analyses and fun tion representation strategies on 22 kernels and small ben hmarks
taken from the O'Caml, TIL and SML/NJ ben hmark suites. Figures 4 and 5
present spa e pro les for a geometri weighted average of all our ben hmarks,
and pro les for ve individual ben hmarks for two ow analyses and two fun tion
representation strategies. We show data for the uniform fun tion representation
strategy to indi ate the amount of data needed to orre tly losure onvert fun tions without ustomizing representations. We show the sele tive sink splitting
strategy as an example of a strategy that ustomizes fun tion representations.
The typed sour e splitting ow analysis is urrently our most a urate analysis
6 Su h headers are urrently unne essary sin e we use onservative GC. But it is
expe ted that in the future we will develop ustomized memory management.
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that does not split on variable o urren es. The min type respe ting ow analysis is in luded to show size bloat that an o ur when ow analysis provides no
information beyond the type.
Ea h spa e pro le shows intermediate representation size information at various CIL ompiler stages. The legend in Figure 4 explains how to interpret the
data. Of parti ular importan e is the position of the horizontal ti k mark found
in ea h bar of a pro le. The portion of the bar below the ti k mark is our onservative estimate of the spa e that might be required for a hypotheti al nondupli ating representation of the term (in luding the spa e for type and ow
information in su h a term). The position of the horizontal ti k mark is omputed as the term size ignoring all but the leftmost bran hes of virtual re ords
and virtual ase expressions. Virtual re ord nodes and virtual ase nodes are
in luded in the ount be ause they serve as markers for interse tion type introdu tion and union type elimination points. We assume that su h markers would
be required in any non-dupli ating representation. Virtual proje tion and virtual inje tion nodes and in luded to approximate (resp.) the markers required
for interse tion type elimination and union type introdu tion forms. Finally, the
ount also in ludes oer ion nodes.7
The size information was gathered by adding a fun tion to the SML/NJ
runtime system whi h runs the mark stage of the SML/NJ garbage olle tor
using a parti ular obje t as the root. The fun tion reports the size of all marked
obje ts that are rea hable from the root obje t. We present all size information
in bytes rather than in type or term onstru tor nodes. We nd that the average
size of our type nodes and of our term nodes for a given ben hmark is generally
in the range of 10 to 12 times the size of a ma hine word.

3.2 Interpretation of the Spa e Pro les
Interpreting the size of the untyped term. When ompiling small programs, the untyped CIL ode, U, is smaller than the typed FLINT ode, F. For

ben hmark programs of any reasonable size, the untyped CIL ode is slightly
larger than the typed FLINT ode. This is due in part to the fa t that the
CIL representation arries more information about re ords and datatypes than
does the FLINT representation. Of the pro les shown in this paper, only quad
shows less spa e for untyped CIL than for FLINT; in all other ases that we
show, the untyped CIL ode is larger than the FLINT ode. While other small
ben hmarks are smaller in untyped CIL than in FLINT, the weighted average
shows that untyped CIL is usually the bulkier representation.
The F and U olumns are not quite omparable for several reasons. The F
olumn overestimates the size of the FLINT ode in the sense that it in ludes
the size of FLINT type information. FLINT and CIL also di er in terms of whi h
basis fun tions are ompiled with the program and whi h are pre- ompiled in
the run-time system.
7 An even more onservative approximation of the spa e required for a nondupli ating

representation would be the size of the type-erased term. We believe that this is
unrealisti ally small.
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Strategy: uniform
Strategy: sele tive sink splitting
Flow Analysis:
Flow Analysis:
Flow Analysis:
Flow Analysis:
min type respe ting typed sour e split min type respe ting typed sour e split

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

Geometri average of 22 kernels and ben hmarks.

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

Ben hmark: life. Verti al s ale: 1,660,592 bytes.

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

Ben hmark: quad. Verti al s ale: 62,200 bytes.
Ti k mark at minimum size for a
Legend:
non-dupli ating representation.
F =size of FLINT ode.
=Size of term.
U=size of untyped CIL.
=Size of types.
I =size of result of Type Inferen e / FA.
=Size of strings and string lists.
S =size of result of Flow Separation.
R=size of result of Split Rei ation.
=Size of label sets.
T=size of result of Representation Trans.
=Size of term and types for F.
O=size of SPARC .o le
Fig. 5.

Sizes of ben hmark phases by strategy and ow analysis I
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Strategy: uniform
Strategy: sele tive sink splitting
Flow Analysis:
Flow Analysis:
Flow Analysis:
Flow Analysis:
min type respe ting typed sour e split min type respe ting typed sour e split

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

Ben hmark: frank. Verti al s ale: 6,511,976 bytes.

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

Ben hmark: t. Verti al s ale: 395,284 bytes.

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

FU I S RTO

Ben hmark: boyer2. Verti al s ale: 1,964,636 bytes.
Ti k mark at minimum size for a
Legend:
non-dupli ating representation.
F =size of FLINT ode.
=Size of term.
U=size of untyped CIL.
=Size of types.
I =size of result of Type Inferen e / FA.
=Size of strings and string lists.
S =size of result of Flow Separation.
R=size of result of Split Rei ation.
=Size of label sets.
T=size of result of Representation Trans.
=Size of term and types for F.
O=size of SPARC .o le
Fig. 6.

Sizes of ben hmark phases by strategy and ow analysis II
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Columns F and U are independent of the ow analysis or the fun tion representation strategy, but are repeated in ea h pro le as referen e points.

Interpreting the output of the Type Inferen e/Flow Analysis stage.
Column I shows the size of the typed and owed term output from the TI/FA

stage. As illustrated by the representative spa e pro les, the TI/FA pass an
expand the size of the term by introdu ing virtual nodes. In monomorphi ben hmarks, (e.g., boyer2, t, and frank), term size is only in reased by the addition
of oer e forms that indi ate where subtyping is used. In ben hmarks with polymorphi fun tions (e.g., life, and quad), the TI/FA stage makes one virtual opy
(using ^) of ea h polymorphi fun tion at ea h ow-erased type at whi h the
fun tion is used.
In the two ow analyses shown, the distan e of the ti k mark from the top of
the I bar re e ts the amount of type polymorphism in the ben hmark. In general,
the ti k mark indi ates the amount of polyvarian e of the analysis, whi h, for
some analyses, may be substantial even for monomorphi ode.

Interpreting the output of the Flow Separation stage. Column S shows

the size of the output from the FS stage. The FS stage introdu es whatever new
virtual onstru ts are required to ensure that the result of the (later) RT stage
will be well-typed. For example, abstra tions that share a all site may have
the same type, up to ow information, after the TI/FA stage, but may di er
from ea h other in the number, name and types of free variables. The FS stage
must reate types that di er in stru ture as well as in ow information for these
di erent terms.
Under the uniform strategy, the growth in size from I to S is due only to
di eren es in the environment omponent of losures { di eren es that will not
be re e ted in the obje t ode. In other strategies, some of the growth may be
due to fun tion representations that require di erent obje t ode.
The growth in size from I to S depends on the a ura y of the ow analysis.
In the min type respe ting ow analysis, the labels for all abstra tions of a given
( ow erased) type appear in the sour e label set for ea h appli ation site for that
type. This requires the ow separator to introdu e larger interse tion and union
types, and to perform more virtual term dupli ation than would be required for
a ner ow analysis. This is seen onsistently throughout the data, with frank
being the most dramati example, and boyer2 being the least dramati . The
frank ben hmark is a ombination of human written ode for a Warren Abstra t
Ma hine using some urried and higher-order fun tions, and ma hine generated
ode to play a solitaire game on the WAM. The ma hine-generated ode ontains
many di erent anonymous fun tions of the same few types but with di erent free
variables. The min type respe ting ow analysis auses these alls to be on ated.
The boyer2 ben hmark is a tautology he ker whi h has been written in losed,
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un urried, rst-order style. In boyer2, all abstra tions are losed up to names
of known fun tions8 , so there are few free variables requiring separation.

Interpreting the output of the Split Rei ation stage. Column R shows

the size of the output from the SR stage, whi h rei es some virtual onstru ts
| splitting them to take advantage of di ering representations. The number of
term and type nodes remains the same be ause the transformation is merely
hanging virtual entities to real ones.9
Under the uniform strategy, the S and R olumns show identi al ti k mark
positions. This is expe ted be ause we implement only a single fun tion alling
onvention for the uniform strategy. Under the sele tive sink splitting strategy,
the position of the ti k mark may hange upwards due to rei ation of virtual
onstru tions: this is what we expe t from splittings introdu ed to ir umvent
representation pollution and to insert ustomized data representations. This is
shown most dramati ally in quad (a kernel repeatedly applying a doubling fun tion), in whi h all virtual onstru ts are rei ed. In ontrast, the t (Fast Fourier
Transform) ben hmark shows no pollution of fun tion representations when ompiled with the sele tive sink splitting strategy. Most fun tions in t are open,
but the ontrol ow stru ture of t is quite simple: just nested loops, so open
fun tions and losed fun tions never ow together.
If we see even a little rei ation for a strategy, we know that some part
of the transformed program will use a simpler representation. If this hange
is in an inner loop, then a single rei ation may dramati ally a e t program
performan e. To determine the e e tiveness of a strategy, we need to show data
about the performan e of the transformed programs | something outside the
s ope of this paper.
Our urrent SR stage is quite simple: If it en ounters two di erent representations in a single virtual onstru t, then it onverts the virtual onstru t
into the equivalent real onstru t. Our urrent splitting algorithm an oversplit
be ause it rei es a virtual form whenever it ontains omponents that require
di erent representations. But given an n-way virtual form whose omponents
require m < n di erent representations, the virtual form ould be repla ed with
a real form ontaining m virtual forms. Oversplitting will result in unne essary
dupli ated ode in the obje t le. Oversplitting impa ts the performan e of the
generated ode when the m-way real form ould be more eÆ iently ompiled
than the n-way form. We have neither measured the amount of oversplitting
arising from the urrent algorithm nor have we experimented with other splitting algorithms.
8 In the urrent version of the CIL ompiler, known fun tion names are treated as free
variables. This will improve in future versions.
9 The size of the term omponent de reases slightly in some pro les due to assymetries
between virtual and real inje tions in the urrent implementation (e.g., life, with
strategy = sele tive sink splitting and ow analysis = min type respe ting).
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Interpreting the output of the Representation Transformation stage.

The type information in a losure- onverted term is larger than in the preonverted term. This is visible in the pro les for all the ben hmarks. Part of this
growth is in the reation of types for the required losure and argument re ords.
Part of this growth is the reation of types for environments. In our framework,
programs with more open terms will experien e more growth in types.
The introdu tion of losure and argument re ords and the storage of free
variable values in environments auses an in rease in term size. In our implementation of losure onversion, the major in rease in term size is from proje tions from the environment: our implementation puts in a proje tion from
the environment wherever a free variable o urs. The reation and destru turing
of losure and argument re ords will show di erent per entage e e ts in di erent ben hmarks depending on the relation of the number of abstra tions and
appli ations to other term onstru tors.
The boyer2 ben hmark has the highest ratio of losed to open terms, so
its term size grows, essentially, only by introdu tion of losure and argument
re ords. In this ase the growth in size is relatively small. In ontrast, t has a
high per entage growth.
The ratio of the size of the CIL representation to the size of a non-dupli ating
TIL an de rease in the RT stage, but an never in rease sin e the size of the
types an only grow, and sin e no more dupli ation is introdu ed into the term
at this stage.

Dupli ating vs. nondupli ating intermediate representations. Columns
I, S, R and T have ti k marks showing our estimated lower bound on the size of

a typed and owed term in a non-dupli ating TIL. The position of the ti k mark
shows that in the ben hmark programs presented (and so far in all ben hmarks
that we have tried), the spa e used in CIL's dupli ating term representation is
never more than twi e our estimate for a non-dupli ating representation. This is
both surprising and en ouraging. However, it remains to be seen whether these
results hold up in the presen e of more polyvariant ow analyses.

Coarse vs. ne ow analysis. We have shown that the hoi e of ow analysis

an greatly in uen e the growth in term size needed to produ e well-typed fun tion representations. The most dramati example o urring in the ben hmark
frank, where, for the uniform fun tion representation strategy the min type respe ting analysis resulted in a size after Flow Separation 5.2 times the size of
that produ ed using the typed sour e split analysis. At the other extreme, the
ben hmark boyer2 shows a slight de rease in overall size from typed sour e split
analysis to min type respe ting analysis. The min type respe ting ow analysis
yields a smaller number of ow types for the number of underlying ow erased
types than the typed sour e split analysis. In the ase of boyer2, the slightly
larger term size using min type respe ting analysis is o set by the signi antly
smaller size of the ow types.
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We have a umulated some data so far for the version of typed sour e split
using only equality onstraints. This analysis an be thought of as performing
Henglein's \simple" ow analysis [Hen92℄ over monomorphized ode, and is the
ow analysis used in the RML ompiler [TO98℄. As expe ted, pro les generated
using this analysis generate somewhat larger ode in many ases, than pro les
generated with the usual typed sour e split, but are mu h loser to the pro les
for typed sour e split than they are to the pro les for min type respe ting.
We have implemented an analysis, limited let split, whi h auses some let and
letre bound de nitions to be dupli ated per o urren e of the bound variable,
rather than just on e per type. In this analysis, ben hmarks life after the RT
stage, and simple after TI/FA stage (but not subsequently), show a ratio of CIL
ode size to non-dupli ating TIL ode size of 2.1. The ode size ratios are less
than 2 for all other ompiler phases and ben hmarks in our ben hmark suite.
A study of aggressive nested loning in a lazy fun tional language, shows ode
size in reases of a fa tor of up to 3 for some ben hmarks of up to 800 lines
of ode. That study also shows that, when identi al lones are merged after
transformation, the ode size in rease is only a fa tor of 1.2 iteFaxen:SFPW2000.
We have not a umulated any data for the ombination of limited let split
and equality onstraints.

The ost of a urate losure types. The pro les give us some idea as to the

ompile-time spa e ost of a urately representing losure types. With uniform
fun tion representation and typed sour e split analysis the growth in size from
the output of Type Inferen e/Flow Analysis stage to the output of the Representation Transformation stage shows the spa e needed for losure types and for
virtual ases where multiple losures ow together. This growth ranges from the
size of RT output 1.03 times the size of TI/FA output for boyer2 to 2.76 times
for quad. The ratio of the types sizes is 1.02 for boyer2 and 3.11 for quad.
quad is atypi al, being a very small program onstru ted to have relativly large
types.

4 Con lusions and Future Work
We have shown that the amount of spa e used in ompiling SML with CIL terms
and types is pra ti al on our ben hmarks for the more pre ise ow analyses that
we have investigated. Most importantly, the term sizes in our straightforward
dupli ating representation are never more than twi e our underestimate of term
sizes using a non-dupli ating representation. Transformations that use type and
ow information on virtual terms to generate ustomized data representations
would be more diÆ ult to engineer in a non-dupli ating representation. A fa tor of less than two in spa e is a eptable to avoid further ompli ating the
transformations.
This is the kind of result that requires ben hmarking to determine, as it depends on the style in whi h programs are written. It appears to be that ase that
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for the human written and ma hine generated programs whi h we have been able
to test that (1) the bulk of the program ode is not used in a highly polymorphi
manner so that a whole program analysis nding a tual polymorphism rather
than potential polymorphism need not perform too mu h dupli ation { this limits the number of virtual re ords reated in type inferen e; (2) A reasonable ow
analysis will nd that a large per entage of alls in most programs are dire t
alls { this limits the number of virtual ases reated in the Flow Separation
phase for orre tness of typed losure onversion, and for pollution removal in
the sele tive sink splitting strategy.
The typi al non-trivial growth in size from the result of TI/FA to the result
of RT is obviously undesirable, and might be smaller in an intermediate representation that ould hide environment types with an existential quanti er. This
raises the question of whether the more pre ise type information maintained
in CIL after losure onversion without the 9 type quanti er is useful in terms
of transforming a program for better run-time performan e. If not, we should
extend CIL with existential types.
Although the standard te hnique for hash- onsing types sket hed earlier is
the one used to generate the statisti s for this paper, we have almost nished
hanging to a new type hash- onsing s heme, whi h we expe t to give mu h
better performan e. The motivation for the new s heme is due to the ombination
of (1) the pervasive use of re ursive types in CIL and (2) the fa t that the
CIL type system identi es re ursive types with the in nite trees that result
from unwinding them in nitely. The new s heme represents types as dire ted
graphs and implements re ursion using y les. The use of y les to represent
re ursion automati ally auses -equivalent types to be shared | the variable
names are no longer present leaving only the stru ture of the re ursive type
to be stored in this representation. It will also avoid the need to have type
manipulation spe ial- ase the type re ursion form (whi h an urrently appear
anywhere). The new s heme uses a method of in remental DFA minimization
to maintain the invariant that ea h possible type is represented by at most
one node in the graph. This will allow onstant-time type equality he king,
whi h our urrent hash- onsing s heme does not support due to the possibility
of di ering representations of the same re ursive type.
Our new method of in remental DFA minimization to represent all types in
the same graph is similar to a method suggested by Mauborgne [Mau00℄, but
was developed ompletely independently. Our method needs O(n log n) spa e
to store the types, while Mauborgne's needs O(n2 log n) spa e, where n is the
number of distin t types and some upper-bound on the arity of type onstru tors
is assumed. Also, even in ases where Mauborgne's method approa hes linear
spa e omplexity, ours will typi ally use half as mu h spa e.
En oding more ow analyses in CIL remains an important area for future
work. Re ent work has shown that many standard ow analyses, su h as k-CFA
[Shi91, JW95, NN97℄ and the artesian produ t argument-based analysis [Age95℄
an be en oded into a type system with interse tion and union types and ow
labels [PP0X, AT00℄. However, unlike CIL, these type systems have deep sub22

typing. We are exploring a translation between deep and shallow subtyping that
will allow us to employ these re ent theoreti al results in the CIL ompiler. We
are eager to see how highly polyvariant ow analyses a e t our results regarding
the dupli ating term representation.
There are many areas for improvement in the CIL ompiler as a whole. The
ompiler an bene t from many standard optimizations not yet implemented
(e.g., tuple attening and spe ial handling of known alls to global fun tions) as
well as some important non-standard optimizations (e.g., the omplete removal
of polymorphi equality). Several existing algorithms an be more eÆ iently
implemented, su h as the algorithm used in Split Rei ation. There are also
many opportunities for improvement in the representation of the intermediate
language.
We have designed and implemented a general framework for generating ustomized data representations, but work remains to be done in optimizing those
representations and developing heuristi s for hoosing between allowable representations. In terms of fun tion representations, we are urrently investigating fun tion representations that do not lose over variables whose values are
available on the sta k (the so- alled lightweight losure onversion of [SW97℄),
higher-order un urrying [HH98℄, removing manipulation of re ords with known
omponents (along the lines of the titious data elimination in [Sis99℄), and
register allo ation and alling onventions informed by ow information. We
have yet to explore ustomized representations for other kinds of data, but CIL
is ri h enough to support ow-dire ted representation transformations for all
types of data.
Finally, we emphasize that this report has fo used only on ompile-time spa e
issues. In the future, we will report on ompile-time time omplexity as well as
run-time spa e- and time- omplexity.
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